
The Vietnam Conflict

The Gulf  of  Tonkin



Review

• Red Scare

• Fear of  communism spreading through America

• Heightened by McCarthy hearings/HUAC

• Gets worse after the failure of  the Korean War to stop the spread of  Communism.

• Early 1950s (roughly ‘50-’54)

• McCarthy falls out of  favor after televised public hearings against army paint him as a 

bully



Julius and Ethel 
Rosenberg

• Accused of  helping 

pass secrets of  the 

atomic bomb to the 

Soviets

• Helped Soviets develop 

bomb 18 months 

sooner than expected

• Convicted and executed



Thoughts?

•What should our country’s leaders be more 

focused on protecting – security of  the 

nation or freedom of  the nation’s people?

Should this change? Should it remain the 

same? Why?



Back to Vietnam

• Despite the failures of  McCarthy and the Red Scare, the communist threat was still 
seen as very real

• For instance, as late as the 1970s, Russians were actually caught still trying to steal nuclear 
secrets

• The Rosenbergs were actually guilty, it just wasn’t proven until later.

• This heightened anti-communist sentiment was what much of  the 
government would take into conversations about Vietnam

• Think of  your pro-McCarthy people becoming your Hawks and your anti-McCarthy 
people becoming your Doves



Arguments about Vietnam

Hawks

• Domino Theory (contain 
Communism)

• Avoid appeasement

• Maintain America’s reputation as a 
superpower and be strong for our 
allies

Doves

• No guaranteed victory

• Conditions will be worse than 
expected

• Feared Chinese/Soviet involvement

• Too many problems to address at 
home (expensive)



Gulf  of  Tonkin Incident

• August 1964 : North Vietnamese torpedo boats had shot at US Destroyer 

(USS Maddox) in international waters in the Gulf  of  Tonkin (in response to 

secret attacks by us on their radar stations)

• After a warning to the NV army, during a storm a destroyer thinks it’s being attacked 

and fires at attackers (who they can’t see).

• Sketchy details

• Attack never happened (Remember what I said about Ships and War??)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crALHjTiXbk


The Gulf  of  Tonkin Resolution

• Johnson asked congress for a resolution to:

• “Take all necessary measures to repel any armed attack against the US and prevent further 

aggression.”

• This is NOT a declared war

• Gulf  of  Tonkin Resolution

• Unanimous vote

• Johnson had nearly complete control over the US involvement in Vietnam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMhx8R7IL8M

